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Title African Studies Unit - World,Cultures 7th Grade

Length 4 weeki% 5 hours per week

General Objectives I. Preserve/stimulate students' curiosity about Africa
and Africans.

2. Prevent/correct erroneous impressions about Africa
3. Become aware of cultural and geographic diversity in.

Africa. ,

4. Develop respect for African cultures and recognize that
they are legitimate responses to their environment and
needs.

5. Compare African and American social and value systems
to better underitand our own culture.
6. Become aware of and understand the dimensions of change

in Africa.
, 7. Hypothesize the-future in Africa.

Reading Resources see annotated bibliOgraphy

A-V Resources see Audio-yisual appendix

Specific 'Lessons 1. Introduction: Attitudes/Knowledge of Africa
2. Introduction to African Diversity
a. African Ecology (2 lessons
4. Where Africans Live
5. African Clothing
6. African Mkrkets
7. Some African People in Their'Ecological Setting
8. Traditional African Society: The Acholi in Uganda (3 lessons)
9. The Impact of Change: Song of Lawino
10. Change in the Family: The Rebellion of Odilo
11. Traditional Religious Beliefs and Change,
12. African Music as an Expression of Values: Mbira Music
13. Work in Africa
14. Tradition and Change: Men of Two Worlds
15. Education and Change: Returning Home
16. Problems in South Africa: Apartheid (2 lessons)

Materials Students will bring writing materials with thiam daily.
.The classroom will have a large map of Africa, chalk and
a.blackboard.

Projects Students will be required to complete one of the projects
listed in the Projects appendix by the end of the unit.

Proverbs Each amps period will begin by dikussing an African
proverb which will be written onithe board. See,Proverb
appendix.
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Introductiokt Attitudes/Knowledge of Africa (1 day)

'Purpose: Identify and examine students' perceptions a mpressions of Africa

and Africans and examine and evaluate the-sources of these impressions.

Materials: cassette tape and recorder-player

.Objectives: 1. state own.impresSions in a word-association test
.

2. examine classmates' impressions through a tabulation of the
. .

results
3, state the sources of these impressions
4. 'evaluate the accuracy of theae sources

5. listen to_ some impressions of Africans of Ameiicans

6. state some reasonS for learning .about Africa and Africans

.
Procedure: Have the students number frol 1 to 15 on a sheet of paper. Tell

them we are going to play a word-association game about Africa.

2. Write the following words on the board, one at a time, and ask

the students to write dam the first word that cotes. to their

mind by the number of the word.

1. Africa 6. work . 11. clothing

2. animal 7. country 12. transportation

3. land 8. recreation 13. communication

4. people 9. work 14. resources

5. weather 10. house- 15. color

3,-Collect the papers:and tell the students that you will give them
0

the results of the game tomorrow.

4. Discuss where they got their impressions..List these responSes

on the board.
_5. Discuss the validity/reliability.of these.sodrces.

6. Discuss where information might be found to test whether their

impressions. are accurate.

7. Discuss what students think African impressions are.of Americans.

List these on the board.
8. Play the tape of Africans on America and Americans.

9. tompare African impressions to the list on the board.

10. Discuss implications of misconceptions on relations betwee{

peoples of.different countries. Why should we know something

about Africa and Africans?

Optional Activity: Survey of American attitudes toward Africa'and Africans

( see Projects Appendix)

Source: African Studies Handbook fot Teachers, Part I, pp. 1-11



Introduction to African Diversity (1 day)

Purposei

Materials:
Scholastic World Cultures Program filmstrip and tape:Africa

filmstrip projector
6

cassette tape Player

3

0

.Know that Africa and Africans ere diverse; identify,the major themes

which Will be the focus of this unit,

word-Asisociation test results handout
t

Objectives: 1. formulate hypotheses about thamota nf Africian Studies after viewins,

01 filmstrip of Africa.

2. state comparisons of list of student impressions of Africa and

data from the filmstrip.
3. determine-and state evidence supporting Oe hypotheses.

.A
4. participate in a discussion of the generalizations.

5. state what evidence about Africa is needed and where it can be

be found.,

Procedure: 1. Distribute.and discuss the word-association:results handout,

Focus on. yesterWs.condlusions. ,

2. Show the filmstrip rapidl without. the sound.
.

\t
3. Develop:hypotheses about t emes of African Studies.

4. Show filmstrip with sound, opping at appropriate.places for -.

discussion and note-taking. Students should writethe-major

themes presented- in.their notes. -

5. Examine theitypotheses developed and revise wherever appropriate.

-6. Coil:Pare-We hypotheses with the word-association results.

7. Have students state several generalizations about diversity,

identifying themes and supporting.these with'evidence from the.

filmstrip. .

,
8. DisCuss the validity of the generalizations and' the need or

additional evidence.

.

9. Discuss what additional data is needed and where it can be-found.

Source: Scholastic World Cultures Program, Tropical and Southern Africa,

Teaching Guide
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1, African .Ecology, (a days)
,

.Purpose:

Materials:

'Learn that AfriCa is a large, diverse continent; understand the
relationships of'various environmental factors and human activity.

4

Outline. of 'African continent handouts

Atlas of. Africa and the.United States
Slide set on African Ecology
.Slide projector
'Colored pencilS(for students)

,,.
ei.
Objectives: 1; Rank Africa in relation to the other continehts.

2. State the latitude belts of Africa and compare to the US.
3. Deelop hypotheses about the effects of latitude on Peop1e.
4. State patterns of population distribution/density and compare

to the US -

5. State the patterns of climate and vdgetation of Africa
6. State the relationship of climate to vegetation.
7. Develop hypothedts about the relationship of climate to_human

activity.
8. State the topographic characteristics and their distribution

of Africa.
9. D velop hypotheses about the relationships of topography and

w ter resources on human activity.
10. State pattern§ of urbanization in Africa- 1

11. Develop hypotheses about economic activitied-of different peoples
of Africa

12.. Evaluate present impressions of AfriCa in light of new data
gained by map exercise, based; on the word-association results.

,

Procedure: 1. Distribute world map outline and an atlas to each student.
2. Write in the names of all the continentsPoceans,-the US and

your home stete.1Label the parallels. ColOr Africa andour
home state.

.

3.-Diaw lines from your home state to the nearest and farthest parts
of Africa, measure these distances and write them on the lines

in both kilometers and miles.
4. Answer the questions on the bottom of the map.
5. Distribute second set of Africa outline maps (three maps to the

page)..
6. Using your colored pencila and fallowing the -color scheme'in.the

atlas, complete the three maps by drawing in population distri-
blition, climate zones, and topography-and waters.

-7. Add the following in-Aprmation.to.your mapa: names of country (pop.
.(dist. map), land pad (climate map) and mineral reaources'and
Cities ( topographic map).

8. Answer the questions aE the bottom of each map.
9. Show-slides on African-Ecology and discuss each with reference to'

the appropriate map made by the students
DiScuss word-association results as it relates to what we found out

from our:map study
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Where Afiicene Live (.1. day)

Purpose: Learn that types and styles of dwellings are based on climate,

available, materials, levels of technology and socialpateerns.

Mate41s:

Objectives:

Slides of African housing, slide-projector

1. Participate in a discussion
2.. State how specific eXamples

functions of shelter:
Participate'in a discussion

American housing;.

on functions of housing and shelter.

of African housing meet these

of comparison.of African and

Procedure: 1. Discuss reasons for building houses.

2. Discuss factors that determine types and styles of houses. List

these on the board.
3. Show the slides and relate each structure to the list on the

board.
4. Discuss comparison of housing in

indoor and outddor functions and
5. Write a paper on how examples of

the various functions of houses.

Africa to that in Anstica. Stress.

activities.
both types of housing fulfill

0 ional Activity: Make a model or draw a diagram o

pound. (See Projects appendix)

L

an African housing com



Afitican Clothing (1- day)

. Purpose:
4.

Develop respect for.African lifestyles as.a reaponse of African
peoples to their environment and society.°

Materials: Slidep of African dress( slide projector

Objectives::1- Rarticipate in a discussion on types' and fupctions of clothing

in.American soc1ety4
2. Develop hypotheses about African clothing styles.
3. Participate in a discussion tcompaOng.traditional-African

clothing with Amerkcan clothing.
4. Idenigy evidence:Yrom the pictures and narration to evaluate

hypottleses, '

.Procedure: 1. Discuss the 'types of clothing woin by Americans.

. Ask students why they dress the way they do. Do they alwaya

dress the same for all occasions?
3. Adkthe students to':describe "typical" African clothing styles..

Each student idll write this as a hypothesis.

4. Show the slides.
5. Compare and contrast traditional African clothing with our

own. Discuss materials, colors, style and function. Discuss

the relationship of style and function by asking what kind of

clothes people wear to church, school and play.
6. Refer to the hypotheses developed earlier, and evaluate these

according to the data in the pictures.
7. Discuss' the validity of generalizations based on the hypotheses

and evidence from the slides. Are there any clothing styles .

not pictured?

Optional Activity: Make an article of African clothing or dress a doll in

African clothing. (See Projects appendix)

f
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African..Markets. (1 day)
. ft

Purposell Learn'that there are many.different types'of-African:4markets and

A.
. that th'ey haya othet functions than the eXchange,of goods.'

.;

.

. .

.Materiali: 'Slides of Afriipan markets and taped narration, cassette player,.

handout "Ttade and Markets-An Aftica,-" . -slide projector

Objectives: A.. State'the activities portrayed in pictures of.African markets.

2. Develop hypOthesee about why.markuts exist.
3. Develop.hypothesee about fion-,econOmic functions of,markets.,-
4. Determine evidencein support of the hypotheses-by reading a

description of-Afripan markets. :.

5. Participate in a discUsbion,comparing African and-American'

.markets.
6.. Write:some gekeralizations, supported by evidence, on the

functions of Afripan markets.-, -

Procedure: 1. Discuss'what.a markeelsand why they-exist. What other'ways

can people get the goods they need?

2.,Introduce the s/ides. Havethe students take notes on the.

- following.(plece on the 'board): ,(a) types of markets,

.(b) ways of. getting goods to the market, (c) goods eold.
3..Discuss the pictures and the items in (2) above.

4. AA* students make some hypotheses about the functions of

markets other.tfian the exchange Of.goods. List tffese on

the board..
5. Distribute:the handout and have the students find evidence

. tO support their hypotheses and-Add additional functions.

6.'Discuss.this.
I. Mrite a paragraph, completing. the statement, "An Aprican

. Market is..."
r

8. Discuss differences and similarities of how Americans get.,

their goods and services,

10 ,

VI

1.2
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' Some Africah Peoples in'Their Ecological SEtting(1 day)

Purpose: Identify witti roles of African family members; become more aware
of environmental and social diversity qf Africart life.

Materials: .Student.text Africa, World Studies ln4uiry. Series

0

Objectives: 1: Take notes from asaigned reading..
4

2. Develop hypotheses- About the location of the people in the
reading based on environmental clues. -

3. Evaluate-these hypotheses based on additibhal data.
4. Tarticipate in a. Values.clarification discussion comparing

the life of African childien with the students' own life.
5 Determine and atate-similiarities and differences between

African children's life.and their own.

Procedure: 1, Assign pp. 15-18 la the text to read. Take notes on the-
followingl..(a)erIvircinmental setting (b) occupations roles of

children (d) sequence cf. activities (e)location of Agion.
of Africa. Place these on the board.

2. 'Discuss their 'notes and'impTessions.

3. Read page. 19, consult maps constructed in- a preVious,lesson
and revise notes where necessary.

4. Discuss the folloWing: What do you haVe in common with-tfiese
boys? What do you see from the front door of your home?
How does it affect the way you live? What do the four boys
.have in common? How do.they differ?

5. Make some.generalizations about tfie relationship between
environment and human.activitieS..

Source: World,Studies InquirY Series Africa, Stephen Marvin, pp. 15-19

41,

4

4

11 .

. .7)
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Traditional African Society: The Acholi.,in Uganda (3 days)

Purkse: 'Gain ati'undefstanding'of.some.traditiodal African social patterni,,
espeftally.the*socialization of chinren and how change affects
'these; how they -compare to American patterns and-values.

..
,

9

Materials: handout."Grbwilig Up,in Acholi", lecture notes, slide and tape

of Children In East and West Africa, projector and tape player
,

Objectives1 1. .Take. note

.... 9 6. 2. Participa
r'. 3. Participa

,4..Deteimine
5. Complete
6. .State g

Acholi ta.o

Procedure:

sed on aisigned reading. g
a.discussion based on the notes.and reading. /

, .

in a discussion of comparison with American society.
Und^staie:answers to questiona based,on the reading.
.inquiry aCtivity based On the reading and. pictures.

raliiatiohvabout.the exttritand.effect of.-chanse in
iety

'T. .Participite'in a values clarification discussion On'the
..desirability,of change..

Introduce Part./ by a brief lecture ah ethnic groups in Afrida,

the litcholi'and; Anna Apóko, the author.

2. Distribute Part I.for reading.
Haye the students-take notes on the folioing question(put
on board): What groups exist within the Acholi people? How

_do the Athol! Pass on their traditiods to their children?
Who are the teacher@ in Acholi*society?*What are the important
,values of the Acholi? What fa the ideal Acholi man like? the

.ideal woman?
Dikuss these.questions by calling on students to read theii
.responses. Encourage them to add to.theif notes based on

.each other's responses., , .-

5.Discuss comparison with Ametican counterpart institutions.
6. Introduce Part ci. Stress socialization.- Have the students

put the definition in their notes.
7. Distribute'Part II for reading,
8. Answer the following questions: What methods do Acholi parents

use to teach their children values and behavior?.How are

teenage gitls in Acholi treated tn:comparisen'with boys? Watt
does this treatment tell you about the ideal types in Acholi
society? Whit values are stressed in this reading? Why are the
roles,important in this society? How do you think formal-
education affects traditional Acholi life?. gow do Acholi

parents compafe with American parents?
9. Introduce Part III
10.'Show slide/tape presentation of Children in_East and West

j Afrtca. -Stress that the scenes do not take place in Acholi-

land but that there ate many similarities in all traditional

African societies.
.11. Inquiry Activity: . .

At Based on the lecture and slides, formulate hypotheses on the
following questions: What changee are taking place in Acholi?

What is causing these changes? Which members of the Acholi
favor these changes? which do not? Why not?



a
B. 1f.these hypotheses are true, what evidence will you ind to

su*port them?
-C. pistribuip Part III.for reading. Write down the data from the

readingtehat applies to your hypotheses.
D. Discus's Part III.

, E. Based on your notes write generalizitions about change

in Acholi life, supporting your generalizations with
evidence from the reading.

12. Discuss which changes studitts codsider good and bad find why.
13. Discus6 how these changes compare with changes taking place

in American society today.

10

Optional Activity: Write a paper on Growing Up in America. (see Projects
appendix)

Source: Through African Eyes - Cultures in Change Vol I: Coming-of Age
$ in Africa - Continuity,and Change, Leon Ev Clark, ed.

0 pp'. 9-13, 21-29, 30-37.

a. 13

...
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The Impact of Change: Song of Lawino

.Purpose.:.

, Materials:

ObjeCtivYs:
selection.
2.jParticipate in a discussion of the poem, supporting .answers

to questione with specific evidence from the reading'.

3. Evaluate previous hypotheses and generalizations about change
in Acholi society based on the new data from this reading.

11

0

Understand the impact and.dimensions of change on traditional

African society.
k

handout of'excerpt from "Song of lawino"

Determine and write answers to questions based on the reading

Procedure: 1. Identify the author as an Acholi and read the following stanza-

Source:

aloud:
White men's stoves
Are for cooking
White men's foods.
They are not suitable

For cooking
Acholi foods
And I am afraid of them

2. Identify Lawino and Ocol.
3. Have.the students ariswer the followil4 questions (on board):

What complaints dow0col have about his wife? What complaints

does Lawino have about Obol? What do-Lawino's Vords and images

indicate about her way of life?
4..Distribute the'handout for reading and questions.
5. Discuss answers-to-tht questions, having students cite specific

passages to support their answers:
6. What does Lawino mean by the last line of the stanza read

as an intorduction"...And I ampafraid of them"?

7. Discuss whether the Song of Lawino supports the hypotheses

and_generalizations from the previous lessons and why/why not.

Through African Eyes - Cultures in Change Vol. I: Coming of Age

in Africa - Continuity and.Change, Leon E. Clark, ed.

pp. 39-71.



Chan e inthe.Famil : T e Rebellion of Odilo (I day)

Purpose: Learn About and identify with the roles and relationships of
African family members.

Materials: handout "The Rebellion of Odilo"

Objectives: 1. Participate.in a discussion of the.coXept of responsibility.
2. Determine and write answers to 'questions based.on the reading.
3. Participate in a discussion of how the reading relates to

the'concept of responsibility. f.

4. Participate in values clarification.4scussion of. work.
5. Complete.a writing assignment based on the discussion of

the storSr.

Procedure: 1.Discuss what is meant by responsibility: What are some.of
your responsibilities?

2. Intooduce the reading by telling them they are going to
read a story about a boy in Malawi who does not meet his
responsibilities.

3. Read pages 1 and 2-and Write down how Odilo fai o meet
his responsibilities.

4. Discuss the following questions: How and why doer; he fail to
meet his responsibilities? What age his feelings? Doyou
think he had too much work to do? What kinds of work do yoo
like? dislike? How are your responsibilities like and unlike.
Odilo's?

4

5.'Hypothesize what will happen.next in the story.
6.. Finish ihe story, and discuss it.

7. List 'things thit*e important.to thehstudents on the board .

8. List.the things they,thiW are iMportant to
9.- Choose threeitemtVIrom.the students' list and write how

they think their liveri would be affectedrif deprived of
-theie. Do' the same about. Odilo from his list.

A 10. How.would you .have.handled.the'Situation if you had been -
1'v Odila"s'parents?

11. Discuss'"rebellion". Have you ever rebelled? What. are.some
good and bad-things.about rebellion?.

ActiTity: Re-write or act out a different ending tothOstory.,(See
Projects appendix)

African_Studies Handbook For Teachers -.Part I, U. of Massa-
-chusetts/Worcester Teacher.Corps, pp. 54-65..

Optional

SourCe4



Traytional Religious Beliefs and Change (1 daY)

Learn.about some traditional African religious beliefs,.theirPurpose:
origins:and. functions; the the effect they have on Westerni
education.

handout-by Mohodu Kargbo

13

Objectives: 1. Determine and write answers-to questions based on the reading.
. .

2. Participate in'a discussion about beliefs and'functions of
Korqnko.teligion. 7.

-
,

3. Pariicipate in a discuSsion of taboos in Knko and 'Aherican
.

.

. .

Societies, e . .

4. Complete a wrtting assignment about the relationship of
western education. and traditional religious beliefs,' .

5. Participate In a values clarification'discussion about School
.

.

problems.
. :

.:.- .
. .. . .

.

. Tell'the studenimup'are going to. examine some uf a particular k

'peoples' religiOutrbeliefs and see how these affect efforts-
.

Procedure:

to educate African children in the Westerwmode.-
.

2. DiStributethe handout:and have the 'students consider and
clarify the following questions'(place oh the board):
What is the 'Plunction of religion for the Koranko?'What are

. some of the.traditional religious.beliefs of the Koranko?
What do you think is the. purpose' of these beliefs?

3. Discuss these.questions, Be sure each particular belief is

discussed. ,. ,
.

4:Discusi and'hypothesize the.origins of taboos. Discuas similar.

taboos in.our societies. .
. .

5. Writing assignment:
a child who goes to
teachers, subjects.

6. Read the Conclusion

How-do you think these beleifs will affect
a western school?''Consider the setting,

aloud:

" In the "ordinance" (western) school, the conflict that
normally existd is the one that ft connected with the pro-
blems that the pupil will solve in dealiritHwith situations in
the classroom. He often,becomes psychologically depressed.
This may lead him to hate himself, his school, his teacher
and the subjects that are taught. .The teacher realizes

*this very well but instead of encouraging him to be consci-
entious in his studies, he punishes him (mainly by the use

of the cane). With little understanding of the child's
problems; the teacher, along with other teachere,.continues

to discourage the young child. Eventually he continues
slug ish with no interest, becomes truant and drops out of
scho 1 permanently."' -

7. DiscUss reasons why the student might become depressed and:

hate schoq, teachers and self6 Have you ever felt this way?

How did the teacher handle it?

411,

1 6



African Music as an'Expre.ssion of Values: Mbira Music (1 dayl

Purpose: Develop-a knowledge.and appreciation of music of a particular
African'group (Shona of Rhodesia) and see how this As.:a source

lbf attitudes tow4rd white people.. .

14

Materials: tape of Mbira music, lyrics of the song "Chemutengure", handouts
on the meaning of the song, consttuction and use of the Mbira,
a picture of the'Mbira, \tape player

Objtctives: 1. Participate in a discussion of the music.
2. Participate in a discussion of the meaning of the lyrics.
3. Determine.from reading the handouts what the meaning of. the song

is.

4. Complete a writing,assignment on the.song as a source of
values of the Shona people.

Procedure: l. Identify the Shona and play the tape of "Chemutengure"
2. Discuss the following: type of instrument, what the song is

about and the purposes/functions of music in general/
3. Discuss sources to test the answers to the previous ques;lons.
4. Show a picture of the Mbira, distribute the lyrics and play,

the recording again.
5. Discuss the meaning of the lyrics ( type of society, attitudes)

6. Ddstribute the handout on the meaning of "Chemutengure" and

test,previous conclusi9ns.
7. Write some generalizations about "Chemutengure" as a source

'of Shona 'values and attitudes. Support these with reasons.

Optional Activity: Make an-Mbira, demonstrate its use and write a short

$aper cm the Shona. (See Projects appendix)

Record Mbira Music of Rhodesia by Abraham Maraire and jacket notes.Source':
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Work in A.Alca (1 day)

Purpose:

Materials:

Objectives:

Learn that-Africans work at a wide variety of occupations.
!

slides of Africans at work, projector, student text Tropical
and Southern Africa, Scholastic World Cultures Program .

1. Develop hypotheses aboet the types of occupations* Africans

work at.
2. Evaluate hypotheses, baston pictures and the assigned

.

reading.
3. Participate in a discussion of comparison of work in Africa

and the United States.

15

Procedure: 1.Make a list of occupations of parents of students on the board.

Add other majoroccupations.
2. Hypothesize which types of occupations are found in Africa.

Place a star by each which students think ate also found in Africa.
3. Show the slides and check off each type illustrated wfiich

appears on the list on the board.

4. Discuss which types of occUpations are followed by large
numbers of people. This can serve as a working hypothesis.

5. Assign Chapter 8 and pp. 145-9 of the lext for reading.
6. Using the reading as further evidence, evaluate the hypo-

theses developed previously.
7. Write.a short paper on how work in Africa comparesdio wak

'in America, pointing out any similarities and differences.

Sources: Scholaslic World Cultures Program Tropical and Southern Africa,

Allen R. Aoyd and John Nickerson, pp. 95-101, 145-9%

The reading deals with the different ways Africans make
their living and how this is related to their environment'

and social setting.

1.

.4
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Tradition and.Change Men of Two Worlds. (1 daY)

'Purpose: Un derstand the problem facing many Africans today of changing
from a traditional way of life to different way brought on '

by 'urbanization; education and changes in .the way people work.

)1Aterials: handout "Men of Two Worlds" poem "Mothers Song" lecture notes.

Objectives: 1.Determine and writeanswers to questions based on the reading:
2..Participate in a discussion on the dilemma of change versus

traditon.
3. Participate in a diacussion comparing problems facing

Africans and Americans.

Procedure: 1. Present a short lecture on the problems involved in leaving
a traditional society and setting for an industrialized
urban setting.

2. Write questions for thought and notes on the board: (a) In.
what waya are these Africans "men of Two worlds"? (b) What'
will eventually bring these "two worlds" together? (c) How
is the government of Kenya trying to eliminate tribal
loyalties?

3. Distribute the handout and discuss the questions and 'any

other points raised by the students.
4. Do Americans face similar problems?

Source: Through Agrican Eyes - Cultures in Change Vol. II, pp. 35-9,

)
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tind Change:Returning Home (1 day)

I Understand the impact of Western
African values' and attitudes.

Education

Purpose:. education has on traditional'
4-

:.Materiale: handout "REturning Home",.poem "Mother's-Song"

6

Objectiveel 1. Determine.and write answers to questions based on the reading.

.2. Participate in a discussion of the problem of yeturning to

a traditional setting.
3. Participate in a values clarification discussion of feelings

about the problem posed by the poem.
4. Complete.a writing assignment-13mnd on the lesson..

Procedure: 1. Introduce the reading,-identifying the topic and the source.

2. Distribute the handout for reading, calling attention to

the study questions.
3. Discuss the study questions.
4. What do you think of the discussion in the reading about

the relative intelligence of whites and t'colored" people?

5. Read the poem "Mothers Song" to the students and discuss any

-feelings they might have.

6. Writing assignment:
Based on the readings of the past two days, identify the

problems associated' with'moving from a traditional rural

.village to the city. How do you think this will be resolved?

-What do you think African society will be like in the future?

Consider the impact on family relationships, work and pattenri

of living.

Source: Through AfriFan Eyes - Cultures in-Change Vol. II, pp. 4141 .
,

a
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Prol;lems in South Africa.: Apartheid (2.days)

Purpose: Zecome'aware of the.problema arising out of minority rule in
.South Africa and examine the students'ftelings about apartheid.'..

Materials: handouts on statistical data of South Africa, both-prolwhite.
and pror-Afticam, handout of selected apartheid laws, student
text Tropical add Southern Afrida.

Objectives: 1. After examinin ata from various viewpoihts, determine what
the situation i like in South Africa.

2. Participate in a discussion of students' feelings about
apartheid.

3. Determine and discuss the effects of apartheid on the people
of §,suth Africa.

4,Participate in a discussion of US involvement in South
Africa.

5. Complete a writing assignment by wiieing a position paper on
apartheid.

Procedure: 1. Distribute a handout on South African government statistics.
2. Disduss what you think South Africa is like.based on phase data.

Would you lik to live there? k

3. Distribute comparative data about the status of non-whites.
4. Discuss,the meaningef the data and your, previous descrip-

tion.

5. Distribute the handoutton apartheid laws and continue the
discussion.

6. How do you feel about these laws?
7. Distribute South African government defense 6k apartheid.

Discuss .

8. Assign Chaper 13 of the text for reading. Discuss how the
reading reflects the effect of apartheid in human terms.

9. Inform and discuss about US economic involvement in S. Africa.
10. Writt a position paper on apartheid, identifying phe problem,

taking a stand and defending it.

Source: Student text Tropical and Southern AFrica, Chapter 13

This chapter is the story of what happens to a black Sou*
African miner who runs afoul of the apattheid lawasThis_
reaction to working in a'mine and his attitudes toward
the treatment of,blacks by the white minority. Makes a

"strong case against.apartheid.

a
:hp
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Audio-VisualAppendix

Filmstrips

Scholasitic World Cultures Program. AnICA

Tape Rec4rdings

;Mpressions of America.by- Africans

'Mira muSiC - "Chemutengure"
Narration'for filmstrip
Narration.fOr slide presentation Africat.Markets

.

Narration fur.slide. presentation Children in East and West Africa

mm..2"X2" slides*

African Ecology
African Housing
'West African Dress

C

lican Markets
,ldren in East and West Africa

Work in Africa

*Sdlected from slides in*the collection of the African Studies Program.

Claw

411'
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Projects Appendix

.1. Nbff. Make,an Mbira and demonstrate.its.use by playing.a song..Include
a report of the role of mbira in Shona society.

4114:

2.*Survey of Attidtudes toward Africa. Aign, administer and tabulate..-
the results of a survey of adults in the community to deterMine their

.thadicnowledge/attitildes toward Africa. Write a'report sunmarizing the survey
41111ftnd present this to the class.

3. Rebellion of Odilo. Re-write' the ending of the story and present this to
the class. Or you may act a new ending before the class. Tell
.why your ending was writteni the way it as.

4

4. Make a model of a traditional African hous ng compound. Write a report
of the ethnic group whose housing,is bein modeled and the social gat-
terns associated with their housing.

5. Make an article of African clothing or dre a doll in African clothing.
Identify the culture of the clothing, tem,and tell something about it.

6.'pased on the story "Gftwing Up In Acholl", write a similar story called
"Growing Up In America". Includevall. the concepts mentioned in the °I

original story.

'I.* Prepare and serve some African food dishes. Tell about the ,source
of the food and something about the people. Explain the ingredients
and how the.dish_is prepared. Be sure to indicate which ingredients
were substituted for ingredients availible only in Africa:

13.* Present a dramatization Of the Naming.CeremonS, ofthe Koranko of Sierra
1.eme.**Discuss the significance.Of the ceremony and how it reveals

social relationships and.values of the Koranko people.
r)

Make and demonstrate an African childrens game (e.g., Owari ). Explain
the origins, uses and purposes of the game.

Read and review 0 book written by an African author.

11.* Act out an African folktele. .Explaim the source and ethnic
the tale and hat it means.

10.

identity of

I.

.12. Make some Adinkrecloth, demonstrating the tools-and methods. Explain
the source and significanCe of Adinkra.

13. Do some African tie-dying. Demonstrate and explain the process to the class.

14.. Write a report on pre-colonial African history. Make visual aids
(maps, charts', etc.) to accompany and explain your, report.

15. Write iiCreport in African indepeOdence'from colonial rule. Include a

map and timeline to help explain your report:

.* These projects may'done as group prOjectak,

** Handout available from the African Studies Program.

2 3
.



PrcArerbs Ap.pendli

1. Proverbs are the daughters of

2. Only when you have :crossed the

a lump on hip-snout. = Ashanti

3.

4.

5.

.6. What is said over the deadlion!s body 0a01d not be said to.him.alive - Congo

experience.

river, ocat

Sierra Leone

you say the crocodile bee

S.

/

When A MLA is wealthy he may wear anb1d c1Oth. - Ashanti

Do hot call the foreet.that.shelters you a jungle. 4- Ashanti\
.0

He who esks questions:cannot avoid the.answere. . Cameroon

7. Being well7dressed does not prevent one from being poor. - Congo
Ira

8. He who is unable to dance says hat the yard is Stony. - Kenya,

9 It is only the water that is spilt; the calabasb_is not 'broken. - Mauretania

10. Seeing'is better than hearing. 7 Nigeria

11. If you fill Your mouth with a razor, you will spit blood. - Nigeria

12. Three.kinds of people die poor: those who divorce, those'who incur
debts, and those who move around too much..- Senegal

13. Love is like a cough..- Tanzania

14. When .two elephants fight, the grass suffers. - Tanzania

15. The curse/prayer of the ciiicken.dOes not reach the hawk. - Tanzeilia

16. The traveler is the one who is at the shore. Tanzanir

17, A roaring fion kills no game. - Uganda

18. The horsr.who arrives early getygood drinking water. - Zultv"

.



1. World Studies Inquiry'Ser es AfrNica,'Stephen MarVin (

Fieid Educationar rublicia , inc. Palo Alto: 1969. )

Designed to.ceet,the nees of.mid le'and secondary students who .

.have reading difficultieg.or w are."turned-off" by tra itional

textboOks. The book is multi diaciplinary anclincludes mo t of

'the social sciences as,well s the:humanities. WhIle thebç,k
has 'a 5th grade readability' evel, it also has a high-intere t
level.: The readings draw th ir ititerest from human situatidns
yrittemin biogrip4cal or a tobiographical styll! a -include

background information to p ace the story in social-an po-

.litical perspectives.
.

i ....'

Tro leer and Southern Afr.ca, Anal' R. Boyd and John Nickerson
Scholastic- Wwld Cultures Prograt, Scholastic Book'SerVicea,

Nel York; 1913. ..

/
.Composed of.three different types of readings: (1)-Vignettes -

:based.on er4onal reflectiOns and fe*lings, (2),-informational.
chapters ancr(1) historical readings .The latter are at .Er
-more diffitult reading.leVel. .Has'a-useful.teaching guide

.

with_teaching and activity suggestions- Mostly free of factual..

errors and cultuual bias. AcCollpanied by a.sound filmaCrip .

intorducintthehes examined in the text.
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1. .The Asholi of Uganda, F. K. Girling
Colonial Office, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, London: 1960.

A thorough anthropological study of the Acholi - all you ever

wanted.to know, mbether yod are afraid to.ask or hot

2. African Studies Handbook for Teac re, Part I,

University of Missichusetts/Worcester Teacher Corps,. Aug. 1971.

A handbook of learriliekg activities suitable for elementary and

middle school students. Contains specific.lesson plans. Pri-

mary emphasis Is on a cultural study of Africa ahd Africans.

Includes an exte4sive bibiography. Proiects Adtable for

students are included.

. African Proverbs, Charlotte and Wolf.Leslau-
Peter Pan Press, Mt: Vernon, N.Y.: 1962.

ProVerbs of many different countries and cultures of Africa.

Thelle are just presented:with ndexplanation of their meaning.

* . Ants Will Not Eat Your lingersjLeonard W. Doob-

Walker and Companir, Newyork:

A Selection-of traditional African poems, identified by
.ethnic grouP._ Reference section indicates from which

-; soprci.thé poem.comes..
0

5. Atea Handbook for Uganda - 1969,-.DA Patsphlet No. 550774

VNited States Government Printing Office,.Washington, D.C.:

Source ofspecific information covering,all ispeCte of Uganda,

including social, political, economic and natio:fel-security.
.Heavy-emphasis =leas and statistics.

. 0

.6: "Conflict13etween Traditional Beliefs and the Teaching of the

:Basic Sciences- The Casi of Sierra Ledne," Momodultargbd

' 'Unpublished Monograph, University.of Illinois,
0

'Outlines some specific-religious beliefs of the Korenko of

Sierra Leone and some:taboos. that affect the teachineof

_science in the%schoolts.

. Roots, Alex HaleY
--1--gieday, New York, 1976,

t
The.first-pait is a good'soUrce for A deacriptiOn,jrom the
.human viewpOint,2of srowing up in0traditiOnal rural Africa,

and .for 'InsighIs into African social customs:. Helps.dispel

he."OrimitiVe" .!11

0
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8. Teaching' Africa Today, N; J. Murphy and Harry Stein
Citation Press, Vew Yorkl 1973:

A 'valuable handbook.for teachers and curriculum planners.
Covers all aspects of teaching about Africa, especially in-
the social studies. Has a good ehaOter on planning an African
Studies course. Provides background information, teaching
suggestions, text-and reference suggesttons.

, a

Teachin Non-Wes ern Studies: A Handbook of Methods and Materials
University oUMassachuaetts Scifol of Education-(no date)

, .v
. Plimarily a source ot4thethods of 'teaching Non-Western Studies..

A1i3o has a section on organizing and implementing a Non-
Western Studies program. Includes 'a section evaluating various

curriculum projects and textbooks relating to this.sUbject.

°*10. Through African Eyes - Culture in Change, Vol. I Coming of Age
in Africa:Continuity and Change, Leon E. Clark, ed.
Praegernhiblishers, New York: 1971.

Selections written by Africans from a VarietTof sources. Volume

:I deals.with the.nature-of.traditional life and'changes"taki4g

. .plaCe. Introductions bylthe editor place the.readings into
context and provide'qUestions for thought and discussion'.

*11. Through African Eyes - qulture in Change, Vol. II From Tribe
to Town: Problems of Adjustment, Leon E..Clark, ed.

Praeger Publishers, New York:-1971.

. .

Like VolUme I, the readings arelfrAfrican authors. It deals

with the "winds of change" now sweeping across the African

continent. The format is the'same as Volume I.

12. "Trade and Markets in,Africa," John Ndulue
Unpublished monograph, University.of llinois African Studies Program

24

.Explaine the Many types and functio s of African markets.f Points

out,the many non-economic 'functions of African markets,

441410S. Weit Africa:'Ad Aierican Heritage, Center for InternatiOnal Education
UniversiET-of Maseachusetts-School of Education"(no date)

:A handbook designed primarily'for.elementary grades, but it is

adaptable to all grade leVels. Emphasis is on using the'human-

lties asia'vehidle for studying West African society. in.r

.
tludes sfmcific leeson plans which emphasize a "hands-on" .

'Approach. A resource section'is provided for teaching materials.

These relferen4es uay alto be used by students.


